Abstract South Korean Government confirmed the creation of competency-centered society as a key national issue and announced development and utilization plan of NCS(National Competency Standards) On May 21, 2013. As a part of the government's plans, they had been developed NCS about 833 jobs by 2014. But Big Data related job, as an emerging job, cannot be seen as a reliable form of job yet. As, at the major industrialized countries and the domestic, education and job competency models of knowledge and skills to take advantage of various types of Big Data have coming, it is a situation that is certainly not settled and more or less in confusion. In this study, for the purpose to present the Big Data Competency reference model for companies and organizations to effectively leverage Big Data, we have presented this reference model and summarized competency elements units such as 20 knowledges and 15 skills of Big Data competency.
서론
최근
Understanding of Big Data
The competence to understand correlation between big data and business.
Big Data Trend
The ability to understand the latest trend and future development direction.
Big Data Sense of Ethics
The ability to realize big data security and personal information protection. Basic Economy/Manage ment Knowledge
The ability to understand basic theoretical knowledge such as management/economic.
Business with Specialization Knowledge
The ability to understand core work (production/distribution/communication) and industrial big data strategy.
Business Process Knowledge
The ability to understand application strategy of big data and work process (business/marketing/production) Big Data Optimization Modelling
The ability to by industry/work
Strategic thinking
The competence to understand and improve correlation between company vision/strategy and business strategy of big data
Business Analytics
The competence to establish analytical direction and application plan depending on business strategy of big data Analysis Model and Result Evaluation
The competence to carry out analysis and assess the result based on analysis strategy and planning
Big Data Policy
The competence to understand domestic and foreign ICT and big data policy and apply to big data business Decision Making and Creative Problem Solving
The competence to induce utilization plan of big data Logical Self Expression
The competence to express the result of big data utilization logically Persuasive and Negotiation
The communication competence to share and realize the opportunity of big data business
Discerning and Communication
The competence to present utilization plan through the understanding of things and phenomenon Project Management
The competence to manage big data project in order to produce performance goal
Big Data Readership
The competence to manage the person related to big data business and carry forward to business
Big Data Programming
The competence to utilize big data programming language 
